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Burris mtac 1-4 throw lever

Suitable for Burris MTAC 1-4x24mm. Made of 6061 aluminum. Included installation hardware and tool. Guarantee of life. Suitable for Burris MTAC 1-4x24mm. Easy to install. Guarantee of life. Show More AR-15 » Optics, Mounts, and Sights Optics, Mounts, and Sights (Page 1 of 9) Topics Author Stats Last Post Zhukov
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CQ™Designed for competitive shooting and tactical situations: MTAC 1-4x and 1.5-6x VIEWBallistic ARPerfect 5.56 and .223 rounds. Illuminated broken wheel with central point allows you to get extremely fast into a short distance: AR-332 VIEWFeaturesUser GuidesGuidesDesigned for competitive shooters, especially
for 3-gun enthusiasts, and dangerous game huntersAlas well ideal for law enforcement and military operators of fast-action ballistic CQ™ reticle has been designed for competitive shooters and law enforcement and military operatorsCircular center provides extremely fast participation in close distancesLow reticle points
to provide trajectory compensation from 600 vices. on the 5.56 and 7.62 cartridgesIlluminated reticle reduces the time shooter to get a target for any lighting conditionSo low magnification and bright, fast-acting reticle to serve dangerous hunters wellElevation and wind wheels are calibrated to 1 click = 0.5 MOA; can be
restored to 0 when volume is observed in InGenerous eye relief up to 4 in. convenient shootingErgonomic power ring easy handle and fast power setting changesFinger adjustable MTAC mil-rad target knob for easy accuracy adjustmentRubber coated eye piece provides protection, comfort, and styleHigh class optical
glass provides excellent brightness and clarity with long-term durabilityIndex matched, Hi-Lume® multicoating aids low-light efficiency and glare elimination, increase your success rateIlluminated reticle gets you aim faster in any lighting condition and increases accuracy when the goal is darkComprelated with night vision
technologyDubli internal spring voltage system means that volume has zero during shock, flap, and volume pipes do not allow fog even cold and rainPrecision-gauged, hand-mounted assemblies to maintain a consistent impact point, regardless of impact and vibration, through the magnification rangeDurable, stress-free,
cool 1 piece quoted tube withstands shock and vibrations even the heaviest recoiling caliber 30 mm body tubeGuaranteed burris Forever Warranty™Thetature kit includes a full shooting platform to significantly save: MTAC 1-4x24mm riflescope, 3-MOA FastFire™ 3 red dot sight , and 30 mm AR-P.E.P.R. Mount
(200437-FF)NameMTAC ManualType PDFModifiedOctober 29, 2015Name2020 Burris Optics CatalogType PDFModifiedFebruary 10, 2020 MTAC™ Riflescope 1-4x24mm is rated 4.5 of 5 to 118. Rated 5 out of 5 by TALON52 by MTAC Many volume much less money This Burris MTAC 1.5-6 X 42mm is my second
burris scope that I bought. My first burris scope of XTR 1.5-6 X 40mm that I mounted on the AR-10 build made me a burris enthusiast. The first thing I noticed was that my new Burris MTAC volume was packed high. The matte finish perfectly matches my AR-15. Looking through the glass is super clear, I'm sure the



30mm tubes help with clarity. The illuminated network is fragile and transparent with a wide range of adjustments. Weighing in at just 15.5 oz. MTAC volume is a great match for my AR-15. Publication date: 31/01/2016 Rated 5 out of 5 Hotrod from the great selection of 3 gun I use tac-30 for about 6 months, this is a great
piece of equipment! Goals of 50 yards or less 1 power runs as a red dot with both eyes open, I reached the competition by 300 yards and suffered a 1 shot hit several times. I never fired it with a reticle illuminated, it is black normally and it is very easy to see the day, I am sure that a low-light situation illuminated by a
reticle would be awesome. My only complaint is I would like a little more magnification, maybe 1-6, but definatly not a deal breaker! I would definatly recommend this product! PhillipDate posted: 2015-04-25 Rated 5 of 5 fawn saver from the great scope of coyote rifle No one allowed me down on this scope. Mtac is the
scope of hunting for sure and don't let it get u down shooting on paper, the field you will be surprised by accuracy. I also say when I bought the scope and look forward to the illuminated sight of a little light. However, I found it works best day and off at night, using an exiting ring diversion allowing your eye center to be on
target. Ill add a little pic or my last trip with my mtac 1-4.Date announced: 2015-10-24 Rated 4 of 5 Hank from Awesome Clarity picked up this on trade, new condition, coyote hunting. The glass is amazing! Very clear. The construction is also very robust. CQB, it's a ticket. And body hits 300 is the wind. Down reticle is not
shooting in MOA groups, but it is not designed for that. In addition, the lighting flickers on number three, because it does not press hard. This has a positive click on the rest. In general, for money, this optics are above this peers and I'm very happy. I like the fact that I can use it as a combat optical and hunt coyotes too.
Publication date: 06/02/2016 Rated 5 out of 5 Napools from Clear and Strong This is full field coverage, which I grabbed a big and dangerous game, Heavy reclining rifle, 1) reticle is the type I like accuracy close and mid-range 2) 1.5 magnification is optimal for a particularly wide field view and target acquisition
emergency required in situations 3) volume has good eye relief for 375 Ruger backrest and robust A 30 MM tube, a good light dialing ability to make this my choice of my big and dangerous game rifle. Publication date: 27/10/2014 Rated 5 out of 5 tthor from Excellent Value I've been running MTAC on my Sig 556 SWAT
rifle for almost a year now. This is actually my second MTAC; the first one I bought had a very slightly canted reticle (that I did not notice at the time of purchase). Burris' service was simply outstanding; I was sent a change of scope pronto. Higher sleek lighting settings work even in the brightest sunlight. I wish the lowest
setting was actually a little *dimmer* – it tends to wash out your night vision on some really dark nights. But it's a small grip. I really love the real increase of 1X at the low end - shooting with both eyes is completely natural, so this is a moment to rain a little bad news about the local pig population. :-)Date of publication:
2014-10-08 Rated 4 out of 5 Rastus from the Great scope has me want a new one. I like the quality of the scope. I specifically bought this scope due to the 42mm objective light collection capability and low power setting (1.5times). Brought him to Larry Vickers carbine class a week ago and he worked perfectly. I would
buy 2 or 3 more if they would offer 42mm 1.0 x 4 or 6 power ... 1.5 runs close, but requires special training to use 1.5 as a point. 1.0 power low with 42mm would be the real winner of the little light.... You don't have to choose the worst day of your life that can't occur in broad daylight. Publication date: 07/09/2015 Rated 4
out of 5 dashotgun from a large volume I bought this for my TAVOR bullpup and couldn't be happier. I spotted it 100 meters and the red circle is effective in a short range. One power allows both eyes to be opened. Eye relief is suitable. It has zero and I feel like this is a piece of quality. price to performance is pro no cons
I would like it to come with lens caps butler creek caps break with regularity. I also own leathermen 1x 4 which I sold not like reticle . I replaced the Leupold VXR patrol, which is pricer then burris and only only better image quality but is 1.25 minmumDate posted: 2014-10-08 bvseo-1.0.1.3-betabvseo-pbvseo-
CLOUDbvseo-15msbvseo-REVIEWSbvseo-PRODUCTbvseo-getContentAsked by: Anonymous Hello, Both of them are made exclusively in the Philippines.Replied: Burris SupportDate published: 2020-07-23How: Ryan ZRUS Hello, MTAC coverage engraved reticles. Answered by Burris SupportDate published: 2020-
05-22Asked by: Bd1979Asked by: Kudzu42 Hello, We recommend contacting 3GunStuff or Switch View MTAC to drop the lever. Answered: Burris SupportDate posted: 2019-10-25Asked by: HAKhan Hello, Parallax in these areas are constantly set 100 yards. Answer: Burris SupportDate posted: 2019-08-27Asked by:
Grimroger77 PhilippinesAnswered by: Burris SupportDate posted: 2019-06-03Asked by: Blackgun It will depend on the mountain to choose a rifle. For more personal help, call 888-440-0244Answered by: Burris SupportDate published: 2019-05-21Asked by: Rich4895 It should work well with MTAC. I highly recommend
ballistic AR reticle for this purpose. Replied: Burris SupportDate published: 2020-03-24 bvseo-1.0.1.3-betabvseo-pbvseo-CLOUDbvseo-13msbvseo-QUESTIONSbvseo-PRODUCTbvseo-getContent bvseo-1.0.1.3-betabvseo-pbvseo-CLOUDbvseo-13msbvseo-QUESTIONSbvseo-PRODUCTbvseo-getContent
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